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ExCDS: the Exascale Computing Data Service

• Ease data management for application and I/O middleware developers
• Improve center-wide I/O performance and load balance
• Better support for variety of workloads
  – Checkpoint-Restart
  – Data analysis (in-situ, co-analysis, mining, deep learning, etc.)
  – Data visualization and computational steering
• Versatility to accommodate variety of data storage technologies
ExCDS Architecture

• Integrate with applications

• Deploy data service across entire storage hierarchy
  – Service process per node
  – Connected via scalable overlay

• Data service capabilities:
  – Monitoring: host, network and storage
  – Data placement & movement
  – BB and PFS behavior tuning
  – Application I/O aggregation and scheduling
User API and Semantics

• Namespace
  – Attach/Detach
  – Set attributes

• Object Collection
  – Create/Delete
  – Set attributes
  – Open/Close
  – Commit (versions)

• Object
  – Create/Delete
  – Read/Write
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